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VI. 9 High resolution group velocity analysis AR-method:~:r:=] , 

Mccowan (1978) introduces a new high resolution methoi f~r i\ieasurement of 
I I , ~ ..! /Lt 

group velocities of seismic surface waves. Mc Cowan' s met~bd-·! is based on the 

instantaneous frequency estimator of Griffiths (1975) whlch\wa~,designed to 

estimate the frequeQcy content of digital signals with a na~row band and . . ' 
rapidly time varying .!'!.~: ectrum. Griffit.hs and Prieto-Diaz (1,77).•us~d this new 

method, called the ada tive autoregressive (AR) method of dqta mod~lling, 
! !\'. 

on seismic data and d~Jngnstrated that when conventional met~ods"'prtvide a poor 
I '1: 

resolution, a high resolution is still achievable by this t~ch~~qut· 

The adaptive AR method is most useful for analysis of compact waveforms 

recorded at regional distances from a seismic source. It will be used for 

obtaining group velocities in the Middle East using data from the Seismic 

Research Observatories (SRO) in this region. In this report the AR method
H l>i 

is briefly reviewed and a test case on synthetic data presented. 
~.e o.<' 

:«~4 ~;~!i!V 
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The basic problem is to ifin~ grqup arrival times on a seismogram g~ri.lr.a,ted 
j t , . . - - ~ . ..,.:. 0 (.l 

by a near distance seisiHc ___ .. -----·rg~. The .group arrival time at a frequ~~1cy w
0 

is 
.. v ;_.,.,:1~· . j:.: ~-,. -

the time of t f~equencies in the vicinity of w0 , and i.s; found 

by spectral estimad.onsJ"··- ·--r· 

Denote a set of N equalL-.~;;~~~· d~t·a points in the time series by 

·l r 'r 
I : 

x(k), k o, 1, 2, ••• ·, N'fi· ·--1

1

------- ! . 
I ! : 

In the traditional method~-~~~-¥~~ '-~~m~le Dziewonski and Hales, 1972), a 

window (say a Gaussian oneJ_!~~-~~-~~-~ -~-~~pro:priately, convolved with data 

at regular intervals and eacr ti~e t e arplitude.spectrum is calculated ' 

by a Fourier transform. :T~e.·-}-~-~~u-~_ .. ?..r----~_h1!3. ... P~ocess is then contour plotted 

and the group arrival times ick d ftom he ¢ontours. 
I '' ...... 1 .. ~ __ J .......... J ___ .... L. ____ 'L 

In the adaptive AR method, the window (or filter) depends on past values of 

the signal and is continuously updated as new values become available. The 

updatation is performed by ¥'lf~~1hv~it~1('.Q.~¥}1!=ti~F:art:~;F: .Y'~,~row' itnd Hoff (1960)' 
·<«! JS ,,;,,, 111J1 C .()' :).,SH1fi100.J J ,_;,,.,. · ' ,, . 

which is defined as follows: 
: .• (_ 1.r,·1!:!.fl~;g n :w1 am.elso.mal:n :;lJ?:.·.i ' · 

.. ~e gnole aslsnlb~oo~ JsjnoslloH .~ 

•\ gl'~i 
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(1) 

in which the value of the filter coefficient at time (k+l), i.e., ai(k+l), 

is found from the previous filter and data values. The adaptive step size µ 

is a parameter which controls the convergence of the scheme and is related 

to the filter length L and filter learning constant a by: 

µ = 
a 

L~ x 
(2) 

where a~ is the input power level. The time constant of convergence for the 

algorithm is given by: 

-1 

in(l-a/L) 

E(k) in (1) is the filter output at time k and is defined by 

L 
E(k) = x(k)- l ai(k)x(k-i) 

i=l 

and finally the spectral estimation giving the group arrival time is 

L 
S(w,k) = jl- L ai(k)e-jwi,-2 

i=l 

(see Griffiths and Prieto-Diaz, 1977; Mccowan, 1978). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

It follows from (3) that the filter constants L and a determine the convergence 

of the algorithm. The convergence of the adaptive AR method is discussed by 

Griffiths (1975), Griffiths and Prieto-Diaz (1977), and Mccowan (1978) where 

they suggest that values of between (10-20) and (0.1-2.0) should be selected 

for L and a respectively. 
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In summary, the filter parameters L and a must be seb~cted'' /:ippropHat~ly, 

filter coefficients at discrete times k1, k2,••••kn calculated using (1) 

and (4). The spectral estimates are then calculated using''(S)~:torit6ur' ,, 

plotted and group arrival times picked from the contours! ff'tHe ':i.ristrti'

ment response is removed from the data prior to filterin'g, th~' cortt6't'ir~: 

can be calibrated to:gtve the group velocities directly~ 

The adaptive AR method is capable of tracking instantaneous frequencies 
i• 

(Griffith, 1975). This very important feature can be demonstrateci'rb'y apply-

ing the method to a pure sine wave. Take 100 samples from a 0.05 Hz .sine ; :. ;- ' , .. ,,.,-. -.1·:,.· 

wave (sampled at a rlite1''.of
1 

one sample per second)' and defi~e filte,r PflFa.-
."' : ·, ·-- j ''.'. l i. ·, '• '· ~ ; ~-

meters as follows: 

Filter length: L 12 

Filter learning constant: a= 0.20 

_. i ~ . ' .r ~-

By using (3) the adaptf\re i/lm'~' c'onstant will be 

-1 
T = = 59.50 seconds. 

,~ . 

~n(l-a/L) 

'\';:; .... -

The filter output calculated from (4) is plotted in Fig. VI.9.la. As expected, 

the filter output tends to zero at times greater than the adaptive time con

stant (59.5 seconds), i.e., in this case the present values of the sine wave 

can be predicted from its past values without any error. The adaptive AR 

spectral estimates calculated .at ,three ·d'if:ferent times (20, 60 and 90 seconds') 

are shown in Fig. VI. 9. lb-ld. In Fig. VI. 9. lb, the calculation is performed 

at a time before the adaptive time constant, and there is no spectral peak 

at O. 05 Hz. In Fig. VI. 9. lc ,''at a tiiJie' corr~~pofl'ding to a full time constant, 
/"l \ .'' ' >i ; '--'• ~,. ! ', I ;• ~ ' '. ,,-' :• ! , :"· ~ ' i 

a side lobe is still present'though'..its amplitude is 

main O. 05 Hz signal amplitUde.·; 'In' Fig·~> VI~ 9.1~~ at a 

more than 12 dB be lo~. the 
\ :. \ ; 

time greater than the full 

time constant, the side l'obes: fa11 m'ore than· 46 <ll( below the main signal l~vel. 

and thus the main signal 1s easily identified. 
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In conclusion the adapative AR method is shown to work as expected on 

synthetic data. The next step is to select seismic events at regional 

distances from SRO stations and apply this method to find group velocities 

for many profiles in the Middle East. 

I. Asudeh 
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Fig. VI. 9.1 Filter output tends to zero at times greater than the adaptive 
time constant (59.5 sec) (a). Adaptive spectral estimates are 
calculated at 20 sec (b), 60 sec (c), and 90 sec (d). See text. 




